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INTRODUCTION  

The United Nations Security Council, founded in October of 1945, is composed of fifteen member 
states at any given time.  Five of these members are permanent and have the power of veto, the 
other 10 are elected on two-year terms by the General Assembly. The selection is primarily based 
upon region: Africa has three seats, the Asia-Pacific region has two seats, the Carribean and Latin 
America have two seats, Eastern Europe has one seat and Western Europe has two seats. With 193 
countries as members of the United Nations while only 15 are included in the organizations most 
powerful and effective forum.  many are calling for the expansion of the Security Council. Former 
United Nations Secretary-General, Ban-Ki Moon stated, “On Security Council reform, I think I have 
always favoured expanding the Security Council in order to make it more broadly representative and 
democratic and transparent.” With a rapidly changing world, it is vital that Unites Nations Security 
Council adapt to remain a relevant source of solutions.  

BACKGROUND ON THE ISSUE 

The United Nations Security Council was created 74 years ago, matching the global 
demographic at the time. However, in the last seven decades, a lot has changed within the 
Internation community. In a previous United Nations General Assembly meeting, the Foreign 
Minister of the Philippines was quoted saying, "It is ironic that in the midst of the rapid spread of 
democracy in recent years and the expanding membership of the United Nations, the Security 
Council remains unrepresentative in its size and the geographic distribution of its membership, and 
undemocratic in its decision making and working methods." The Ambassador of the Philippines also 
told the General Assembly that, "The effectiveness and efficiency of an enlarged Council would not 
necessarily be inversely related to size. Wider membership, in fact, leads to a more democratic 
decision-making process and ultimately, more active support for decisions as well as participation in 
operations arising from such decisions." It has also been stated that many of the ambassadors 
strongly disagree with previous council actions taken in Bosnia, Somalia, Haiti, Rwanda, and many 
other crises. They have stated that this is largely due to the concern that the P5 interests are taking 
precedence over the international community. 

Thus, it is past time that this council address the matter of expansion with serious intent for 
a solution. There are already a set group of countries most likely to be joining the security council 
for permanent seats if reform resolutions pass. These countries are as follows: Japan, Germany, 
India, Brazil, South Africa, and Nigeria. There are many other possible countries, however, these six 
are the most prominent. It is important to understand that reform for this council in terms of 
membership expansion can be done in two ways. Firstly, through the expansion of non-permanent 
members. This would consist of enlarging the number of nations selected to serve the two-year 
terms. Secondly, Expansion of the permanent members of the council. It is a possibility that the 
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members added to the permanent group would gain the veto power, however, that is to the 
direction of any delegate who so chose to include this solution in their resolution.  

MAJOR COUNTRIES AND ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED  

The P5 Nations: The P5 nations are the nations with the power of veto and they each respectively have their own ideas 
and policies about the expansion.  

India, Japan, Germany, Nigeria, South Africa and Brazil: Are the nations most likely to be considered for permanent 
membership if reform goes through. Here are some of their statements: 

 “The consequences are there to see on television screens every day ... It is a slippery slope down which the security 
council is going”- Asoke Kumar Mukerji, India 

 “We need to shape a security council that is truly in tune with the 21st century” - Antonio Patriota, Brazil 

“It can't be fair that the entire African continent is not represented in the security council” - Kingsley Mamabolo, 
South Africa's ambassador to the UN 

RELEVANT UNITED NATIONS RESOLUTIONS, TREATIES, AND EVENTS - 20 

United Nations Charter Negotiations in 1945  

Resolution 47/62 

Resolution 48/26 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE ISSUE  

Council Reform Comments Collected by General Assembly in 1992 and 1993: 

On December 11, 1992, the General Assembly passed resolution 47/62 asking for the Secretary-General to collect member 
state’s written comments on possibilities for Council reform. In the time following, eighty states gave submissions. The 
following year, when reform had still not been enacted, a second resolution was passed. Resolution 48/26 set up an Open-
Ended Working Group to focus on the reformation of the council until 1994 when the new General Assembly President 
took over.  

Council Reform Conference in 1994: 

At a council reform conference in 1994, sponsored by Global Policy Forum and the International NGO Network on Global 
Governance, many including high ranking diplomats, NGO representatives and scholars all argued that “The Council must 
become more democratic, consistent, accountable, and open, and that it must function less as a geopolitical instrument of 
a few major powers.” They also discussed the council’s ability to remain a legitimate source for international peace and 
law.   

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS  

Expansion from 10 to 20 Non-permanent Members: 

A very popular proposal for the expansion of the security council is raising its members from 15 to 
25. This proposal would add an additional 10 none permanent members to the committee. Many of 
the P5 nations, especially the United States is opposed to this idea as it would dilute their vote from 
1/15 to 1/25. However, if this was the only reform to take place within the security council, the USA 
would not lose their veto powers and thus, would still be able to have their national interests 
protected.  

Expansion of Permanent Members: 
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Another possible solution would be for the expansion of the permanent members of the security 
council. It is to your discretion as to whether or not you would like to attempt to give these 
members the powers of veto. 

Electoral Process for Security Council Member States: 

Many Member states believe that an electoral process can aid in yielding a better representation of 
regions, as well as allowing for more diversity of states – both poor and rich, large and small. They 
argue that more diverse representation will help to create a Council that is able to act realistically 
and legitimately in the name of all humanity.  

Shortened Terms for Non-permanent Members: 

An additional solution would be shortening the terms served by the elected members of the council. 
This would be done in the hopes that countries will be elected to the council based upon their 
relevance to the issue the council will be solving at any given time. This solution would be best 
paired with one of the other solutions above. 
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APPENDIX OR APPENDICES  

https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/185/41128.html 

Very Important and helpful resource on background, previous action, important documents, country 
policies and solutions. 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12091.doc.htm 

Details on previous attempts and official statements made about them. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/ng-interactive/2015/sep/23/un-security-council-failing-70-
years 

Clear Breakground and the topic along with some solutions and history.  
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